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Social inclusion – your say
‘An important opportunity to give participants a voice’: advocacy team
UnitingCare Community Options staff have been
working with participants in recent months to gain a
better understanding of what it means to be socially
included contributors to their communities.
UCCO’s entire disability team has been involved
in formulating a submission to the Victorian State
Government’s Inquiry into the Social Inclusion of
People with Disabilities. The submission will give
voice to our participants’ thoughts on barriers to,
and opportunities for, social inclusion.
UCCO staff are committed to making sure that our
participants’ support needs are in place, along
with striving to ensure people feel included and
can participate fully in their own communities.
This can include ensuring transport/mobility, social
involvement, work opportunities, education and
that they can take part in the sorts of day-to-day
activities that every other person in the community
takes for granted.
UCCO also has a major role in advising governments what might be holding our participants back,
and what can be changed. These may include:
• Poor accessible public transport, not being
		 able to get to where you need to go.
• Negative attitudes of employers to hiring
		 workers with disabilities.
• Making sure that schools are accessible and
		 capable of meeting the needs of all students.

• See our ‘Strengths Stories’ project: pages 6 & 7
UCCO’s Principal Policy and Research Officer
Eddie Chapman said: “The inquiry is an important
opportunity to help people with disabilities have
their strengths recognised within communities where
they are included, participate and contribute.
“Through the Inquiry into the Social Inclusion of
People with Disabilities, we believe that we can
make a difference to the lives of people with
disabilities.”
“The submission goes to government at the end of
February. This will be followed by the public hearing
process, where UCCO looks forward to a further
opportunity to highlight the issues raised in our
submission and give our participants a voice.”
The inquiry committee will recommend ways to
increase social inclusion at a local, state and
federal government level.
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‘Touchpoint’ project success
from the

Chief Executive’s desk
Last year UnitingCare Community Options launched
the Participant Journey/ Participant Touch Point
Service Standards project. The aim of the project
was to gain an UNDERSTANDING OF PARTICIPANT
NEEDS: What should participants be entitled to
expect from us every time they are in touch
with UCCO?
To answer this question we examined each
touch point by drawing on the experience of our
participants and staff across all operational areas
of the organisation. The project commenced on
September 25 with the aim of having the project
outcomes presented at the December 11 Board
Meeting, ready for implementation in 2014.
The project met its ambitious timelines with the
final document presented to the Board by the
Chair of the Participant Committee Kevin Nunan,
and the participant representative on the board,
Jill Wells, on December 11. The project outcomes
were endorsed by the Board in readiness for
implementation in 2014.
This has been an important project in terms
of renewing our focus as both individuals and
collectively as UCCO to be totally participantcentric in everything we do. This collaboration
between participants and staff also signals the
beginning of a renewed partnership that will
be developed in concert with the Participant
Committee. The project has also been a valuable
learning experience in better understanding how to
maximise the value of participant input. Heartfelt
thanks to everyone involved: the many staff who
contributed and the valuable participant input
which drove this defiining project.

Gerry Mak
Chief Executive

Chief Executive Gerry Mak delivers the UCCO
Annual Report and staff awards in December.

Key outcomes:
• Timely response with all points
of contact with participants
• Defining what people should
expect – predictable and
consistent service every step
along the way
• Only having to tell your
story once! A better internal
communications focus will
mean participants are not
‘briefing’ various UCCO staff
at different times and points
of contact

Young carers’ Sydney getaway
Sixteen young carers visited Sydney for three
action packed days mid January. The getaway
included the Harbour Bridge walk, a visit to Bondi
Rescue to meet with lifeguards, Luna Park, a
jetboat ride and dining at Hurricane restaurant.
The young carers, all secondary school students,
stayed at Land’s Edge on Sydney Harbour.
“It was the experience of a lifetime with all the
fun we had and memories we made,” said
one of the adventurers. “It was a life changing
trip something I could never possibly do,” said
another.
“Something I discovered about myself on the
camp were my strengths to help me cope with
the person I care for”, a group member said.
“I had fun with people who understand,” said
another.

Other young carer activities over the past year
have included the Variety Club Christmas Party,
end-of year celebrations, Geelong Adventure
Park visit and Village Cinema outings to see
Walter Mitty in Gold Class, along with Free Birds.
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Human rights advocacy

– a critical foundation to ‘a good life for all’

Participant
nominations
acknowledge
outstanding
UCCO staff

Service excellence

Excellent service provides excellent outcomes for
our participants. At UnitingCare Community Options
we know it is essential that we recognise and
encourage exemplary service, so each year we
ask our participants to nominate staff you believe
should be recognised for their outstanding work.

Katherine Ward
“She assisted us in finding our strengths, encouraged and
supported us in using these strengths to the best of our
abilities.”

Nominations were considered by the Executive
Managers and a representative from the Participant
Committee, with award winners announced at
our Annual Report to the Community event in
November.

Peri Penry-Williams
“For her exemplary work - she has carefully listened to our
family needs and has actively researched organisations
suitable for our disadvantaged son.”

Staff Achievement Award winners:

Sandra Timbrell
“She has calmly, quietly, patiently listened to and acted
upon my very numerous requests for assistance.”

Community Acknowledgement Awards

UCCO has a long history of supporting those who
are vulnerable and disadvantaged – be that
because of disability, age, misfortune (such as
those affected by bushfires), and the social or
economic disadvantage that follows. We do this
both through our direct work in care planning and
providing quality services, along with our work in
speaking to Governments and working with other
like-minded organisations to see society improve for
the disadvantaged and vulnerable.
Our motto,‘A Good Life for All’, means that when it
comes to advocating on behalf of our participants’
communities, we do not restrict ourselves to talking
about disadvantage within narrow criteria. We
also work to assist the needs of all communities
experiencing barriers to a good life. These may
include a lack of the right services in the right place,
poorly funded programs, or entrenched community
attitudes towards people with disabilities, carers, or
seniors. These are all a part of our mandate.
An increasingly powerful frame of reference for our
advocacy has been that of Human Rights.
We all have the right to be treated equally,
protected from degrading treatment or forced
work, and be given the privacy, dignity and liberty
we deserve. In Victoria, these are protected by a
written Charter of Human Rights, which UCCO is a
strong supporter of and has been able to use to

‘We all have
the right to be
treated equally,
protected from
degrading
treatment or
forced work,
and be given the
privacy, dignity
and liberty we
deserve.’

enable better outcomes for our participants whose
Human Rights were being limited because of their
disability.
UCCO has referred to the charter in bolstering
advocacy for participants who have been waiting
for Individual Support Packages – some for many
years.
UCCO speaks on behalf of and in conjunction with
all of our participants and communities to help
build a culture and practice of Human Rights within
our society, as this is the most critical foundation to
bringing a good life for all.

Gerry Vassallo
“I feel I can trust him to listen, and to treat me with respect,
dignity and kindness.”

Joanne Carter from Omni-care
“Jo is amazing - she is efficient, helpful, and resourceful in
meeting our requests for support, sometimes even at short
notice.”

Linda Bethune
“I call her “my angel” because she is very careful, vigilant
and considerate, she is always ready to listen to my
requirements.”

Donna King from Independent Life
“If there is even a slight problem with my participants the
carers immediately report back to Donna and her feedback
comes straight back to me.”

Agata Kasprzyszak
“… very knowledgeable and reliable.”

Years of Service Awards

Free carer support sessions in May

Tastes to Remember Forum

5 years: Jo Rodger, Loretta Gullifer, Maree Lilley,
Anne Fernando, Sandra Timbrell, Elaine Hutchinson,
Imana Omerdic, Inas Schuring, Susan Chadband,
Debra Hamstead, Gayle Green, Wina Kung,
Debra Matheson.

Meet other carers; Tell us what you would like to
find out about; Get linked into services or social
groups. Hosted by UnitingCare Community
Options and Living & Learning Nillumbik, in
association with the Shire of Nillumbik. For further
information, or to book, phone Janice on
8401 0144 by March 21.

Community education about memory loss and
services available. Group discussions, short
entertainment opportunities and lunch provided.
May 29, 9.45am – 1.30pm, Mount Waverley
Youth Centre. Please register: phone
Jessica Thompson on 9275 6903 or email
jessicaT@miceastmelb.com.au

Dawn Harris
“Dawn Harris was the most informative and helpful person I
have spoken to – she is as polite as she is professional.”
David Starr
“In our hour of need David ticked all the right boxes and
more – words cannot express our gratitude.”
Natalie Karametos
“I regard her as a leader in her field and she sets a fine
example for others to follow.”
Eileen Edwardes
“Eileen is a very caring and compassionate lady who was
able to explain and help us understand aged care.”
Jennifer Duniam
“Jennifer qualifies as one of those stand-out people – a gem.”

10 years: Glenys Hughes, Despina Kavnoudias,
Keith Dahmes, Xandra Macmillan, Clare McCandlish.
15 years: Katherine Ward, Lisa Mooney.

by Eddie Chapman
Principal Policy and Research Officer

Coming events

Together-in-Service Presbytery Award
Lee Llewellyn – Crossroads
Presented by Steve Terrell representing the Yarra Yarra
Presbytery and Port Phillip East Presbytery.

Thank you to our sponsors: Black Cabs, McArthur, Eziway, Omni-care and Nextt.
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Hearts entwined, still entranced

Our participant strengths:
a call for your stories
New UCCO communications project launched
UnitingCare Community Options is calling for
stories which highlight our participants’ strengths,
contributions, achievements and talents as part of
a new communications project.
Project founder Michelle Veale said: “This idea came
to me when we were focusing on valued roles in the
community and I challenged myself to look for all
the valued roles that each of the participants on my
case-load held. I realised that there were numerous
strengths, skills and contributions that each of these
participants added to the community.”
UCCO wants to gather stories of people’s
achievements which can be celebrated and

‘…we pride
ourselves every
day on working
with people to
achieve their
goals, we know
every single
person we work
with has a
story to tell’

published in The Bugle and on our website.
“This could be anything from the production of
knitted scarves, the journey towards a published
book, or any other achievement,” said Michelle.
“At UCCO we pride ourselves every day on working
with people to achieve their goals, we know every
single person we work with has a story to tell”.
We welcome stories from carers, older participants
and disability participants, along with stories from
their friends or family.
Please send contributions to:
james.clark-kennedy@ucco.org.au

The Bugle pays tribute to the McArdle’s 50 years together, the past
16 of which they have shown extraordinary strength
By Vivienne McArdle

In 1998 my husband Tom left on his motorbike to
pick up our son Peter. On the way home Tom pulled
up at traffic lights, leaned forward. Fell sideways.
Peter realised something was wrong. He grabbed
Tom by scruff of the neck with one hand and bike
handlebars with the other and lowered both to
the ground. Peter knew that his dad was having a
stroke.
By 11pm Tom was admitted to the Austin.
At 3am the surgeon said a second event had
occured which was a catastrophic bleed and,
even with surgery, he may not come through.
Surgery lasted 10 hours but eventually the surgeon
came out to tell us that he was in recovery in an
induced coma.
For the next 3 months I sat by Tom’s bed at the
Austin, I knitted so many jumpers and cardigans
then that I am still reluctant to look at a pattern or
needles.
Eight weeks in rehab followed then Tom came
home. He was as helpless as a baby, he couldn’t
sit without assistance. His whole left side was
deadened and anything left of centre did not
exist for him. The weight of his body pulled him off
balance and he couldn’t understand why. He had
difficulty swallowing and his speech was poor.
Life was really difficult for him. For 2 years we battled
it out at home, Tom was now vocally and surprisingly
physically abusive and aggressive, the exact
opposite of the quiet, measured and fair man I had
married 40 years before. The children - three sons
and two daughters - found it very difficult to adjust
to this new Dad. For two years we had no respite.
Almost 4 years exactly Tom was to suffer another
bleed, this time at the base of his skull. This
took away all he had gained and he became
increasingly angry that he had survived.
Many hours of counselling followed.
About this time I established a relationship with
UCCO, as they insisted it was time Tommy received
regular planned breaks. I am very grateful to them

for their intervention. They have also been brilliant
in covering special care days in our home to
permit me to attend assemblies and conferences
organised through my church. This last year, as my
health is showing cracks, they have helped with a
carer in the evening to help me get Tom into bed as
his strength is failing rapidly and he is unable to assist
in any way. I have also enjoyed special day outings
courtesy of UCCO.
Ultimately without the assistance and support by
various organisations we would not have been able
to keep Tom at home, where he truly wants to be.
The 16 years we have survived stroke together have
been a great blessing. I especially value the way
all concerned have been real friends to us and are
now well entrenched as extended family, caring for
both Tom and I. We can never show how thankful
we are for the care and consideration we have
been given.

50 years (an excerpt)
… The joys we reaped, the fun we shared, love, sadness, pride,
all these we fared
Our hearts entwined, our love was strong, like an old oak tree
we endured long
Our hair gone grey, our bodies bent, our strength and energy
almost spent
But in your eyes I still can see, the vibrant man you used to be
The twinkling eyes, the cheeky grin, entranced me and they
drew me in
And still we are young of heart, never wanting to be apart…
– Vivienne McArdle
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Homeshare
program sees
fast reponse
UCCO’s new Homeshare program is fast finding
matches in Melbourne’s east.

‘Homesharer’ and
‘Householder’ profiles aren’t
always those one might
expect: indeed, UCCO’s first
Homeshare arrangement
is between a Householder
in her late eighties and a
Homesharer in her
late sixties.

Homeshare is an international program matching
a Homesharer to an older person or person with
a disability (a Householder). The Householder
typically is in need of some company and practical
assistance to remain living at home.
The Homesharer lives rent free in exchange for
providing company and up to 10 hours of practical
assistance per week. Practical assistance can
include tasks like cooking, housework, gardening
and shopping.
The diversity of potential Householders applying to
be a part of the program have ranged from older
people in their nineties, to people in their twenties
with an intellectual or physical disability. Potential
Homesharers aren’t only the anticipated students
in their twenties, many mature age people are
also finding that becoming a Homesharer is an
attractive option. Indeed UCCO‘s first Homeshare
arrangement is between a Householder in her late
eighties and a Homesharer in her late sixties.
UCCO Homeshare is holding an official launch
in Boroondara in April, where all are welcome to
attend and find out more about the program.  
For more information about the launch, or if you
are interested in becoming a Householder or
Homesharer, go to www.ucco.org.au then click
on the ‘Get assistance’ tab where you will find
‘Homeshare’. Alternatively, you can ask your
partnership worker for more information or call
UCCO on 9239 2500 and speak to a Homeshare
coordinator.

Helping women stay in senior roles
through assistance to keep ageing parents at home longer
Bureau of Statistics figures show that  71% of
Australian carers are women. Businesses find it
difficult retaining women in senior executive roles,
and part of the reason is that the carer role of an
ageing parent mostly falls on women.
Many are likely to refuse promotions in order to care
for ageing parents. There is significantly more
pressure on women 50-60 to leave the workforce,
either temporarily or for an extended period, after
which time it is more difficult to find reappointment
into senior roles. Fee-for-service mypalette backup can make it easier for women to stay in senior
management, and businesses to retain their
expertise.
Recently the mypalette team heard from a woman
who is a hospital Head of Surgery. Her mother has
dementia and some access to carer services,
but in her high pressure job the surgeon felt she
needed something more immediate and more
comprehensive for her peace of mind – mypalette

services enable this
experienced surgeon to
maintain her career.
In 2006 there were 1.3
million people aged 75+
years in Australia and over the next 22 years this will
increase to 3.37 million people. This means many
more executives – mostly women – called on to look
after ageing parents.
Fee-for-service mypalette help can alleviate home
stresses for senior workers, provide support when
they are interstate/overseas or when they have
demanding work locally.
Home-based mypalette services to help executives’
parents live at home longer might include:
shopping, cleaning, attend doctors’ appointments,
companionship, even dog walking and pet care.
For businesses, mypalette services can also bolster
staff reliability and job loyalty while creating tailored
lifestyle and logistics to enable workers to work.

Sometimes it’s that ‘bit extra’ help
that makes the home living difference
A respondent to the mypalette initial mail-out, Nola
lives in Canterbury and receives fortnightly home
care through the City of Boroondara.
However, when she contacted the mypalette feefor-service team at UCCO, Nola needed help with
a larger, more thorough home cleaning effort, with
a task list well beyond that provided by her Home
and Community Care services.
Through mypalette, Nola was then able to choose
a specific date and time for the cleaner’s visit.

A five hour major clean of Nola’s house included  
window washing, vacuum and cleaning behind the
display cabinet, washing machine, dryer, fridge,
and under sofas. The clean also involved moving
heavy boxes, cleaning light fittings and ceiling fans.
Nola was extremely happy with the extra help:
“Peter even did some extra tasks that I didn’t
originally ask for.”
To find out how mypalette can help you live the life
you choose call 1300 288 866 or visit
www.mypalette.com.au

Above: Homeshare coordinators Peri Penry-Williams and Jeremy Picknell
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Eastern Health & UCCO partnership
A Pastoral Reflection by Siew-Kim Lim

The strength to tell our stories
Stories – we all love listening to stories. Whether they
are true, fabricated, fable or a blend of styles with
suspense, wit, drama thrown in the mix, we all love
them. Whilst some people may be better storytellers
than others, we are all storytellers.

Make a difference to others
In telling your story of what matters, you could start
making a difference in other participants’ lives
too. Sharing your story links kindred spirit as many
others who struggle to speak will identify and be
encouraged or seek support as you have.
Why tell your story? Because …
• first and foremost, your story is your VOICE and
nothing surpasses a 1st hand experience story;
• it is best not to assume they or anyone knows
what you are going through;
• only you can provide insight, realities and
		 perspectives into the complexities of your
		 situation – of how you overcome, of how you

Having a family member or friend with a mental
illness can feel like arriving in a foreign land. Not
knowing the language, families struggle with
terminology and knowing where to seek support.
Help is on hand thanks to monthly information
sessions organised by Eastern Health and UCCO’s
Commonwealth Respite and Carelink Centre.
Eastern Health’s Carer Consultant Kathy Collet
runs the sessions with UCCO’s Mental Health Carer
Support Partnership Worker Catherine Rihak.

Depending on whom we are with at any given
time (formal/informal), you and I share snippets or
vignettes in our everyday conversations. We draw
on stories (personal and others’) to make sense, as a
point of reference, to make a point, to seek support,
clarification or as simple as the encouragement
one needs eg., “What courage. She’s reminded
me to persist and say perhaps this time, I will say
something.”
I know for some of us, it is difficult to tell our story
because it seems too ‘me’ focused. But this is
different when you are sharing from a platform that
is strength-based, the merry-go-rounds of systems
and how you overcame them (or not) and what
collaborative support systems you have formed – all
of which will help many others experiencing similar
or parallel experiences.

– helping families cope with mental illness

Catherine said: “Feedback from carers attending
is that they have found the sessions of benefit
in understanding the impact of caring, finding
support, guidance and answers during what can be
a highly emotional and difficult time.”

Author Siew-Kim Lim is Pastoral Support & Culture Advisor at
UnitingCare Community Options (pictured above distributing
proceeds from the highly successful 2013 ‘Operation Santa’, a
UnitingCare/Target partnered initiative.

		 seek help, of what type of help works or doesn’t,
of what’s an ‘ordinary’ or ‘extraordinary’ day;
• in articulating your experience, you have
		 become an advocate for change and
others may feel encouraged to do the same;
• your story legitimises and authenticates a
problem that UCCO can draw from to advocate
for state or federal support;
• in making a start with you, you have created a
‘good life for all’ ripple effect;
• when you share your story, strategies and
		 complexities, you provide hope, inspiration,
		 healing and encouragement to others
So make a start – share, tell, write, draw your story,
share it with UCCO and Bugle readers.
•See pages 6 & 7

“The sessions are also an opportunity to connect
with other families experiencing similar issues.
The sessions highlight the difficulty carers have in
identifying as a carer in the first place: most think
that they’re ‘just’ a mother, father, sibling or partner
doing what families do.”
Kathy said: “Knowing that loved ones are dealing
with a mental illness can be a very stressful and
confusing experience. People often wonder why it
happened, how they can help and what support
services are available.”
“It’s understandable for families to be unaware of

“It’s understandable for families
to be unaware of local services,
particularly when they are
new to the mental mental
health system…”
local services, particularly when they are new to
the mental health system. Information sessions like
this help to point people in the right direction in the
eastern region,” Kathy said.
Topics covered include:
• How and why someone develops
mental health issues;
• How Eastern Health mental health
programs work;
• Community mental health services;
• An overview and where to go for carer
education and support services;
• How to best help your loved one.
Sessions are at Federation Estate (Room 3),
32 Greenwood Avenue, Ringwood from 7.30pm to
9pm on the first Monday of every month.
Information sessions are free and open to anyone
with a family member or friend with a mental illness.
For details call 1800 052 222.

What is an Enduring Power of Attorney?
An Enduring Power of Attorney is a legal document
that enables you to choose a trusted friend, relative
or organisation to make important decisions on your
behalf, when you need it most.
If for any reason you are unable to make decisions
for yourself, your Attorney can look after your legal
and financial affairs, your health and the way you

live, according to your stated wishes for as long as
you need. Enduring Powers of Attorney remain valid
until you or the Victorian Civil and Administration
Tribunal (VCAT) revoke them, regardless of changes
in your ability to manage your own affairs.
For more information visit the State Trustees website:
www.statetrustees.com.au
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Hold the presses!
Banking solutions
Prior to Christmas participants made us aware
of some BPay payment option problems with
Westpac bank. The UCCO finance team has
been working with the bank and these issues
have been resolved.

Emergency preparedness
The recent spell of hot weather and ensuing
bushfires are a reminder for all of use to be
ready for emergencies ...
Here is a website that our staff kept a keen eye
on over the past couple of months and found
very helpful. Bookmark it!
Bushfire
preparation
guides
specific
to your area
can be
found at:
www.emergency.vic.gov.au

Fitness programs for carers
In recent months UCCO has worked with the
City of Knox to provide 10 week fitness programs
for carers – stay tuned for more of these
programs by subscribing to the UCCO e-news
database. To subscribe go to www.ucco.org.au
then ‘NEWS’.

ABOUT US
UnitingCare Community Options is a community
services organisation, dedicated to assisting people to
live good lives in their own homes and communities.
We have been supporting older people, people
with disabilities and the unpaid carers that support
them since 1987. Each year, we support around 4000
people throughout Melbourne’s east and south.
Our vision is to achieve ‘a good life for all’ regardless
of their circumstances. We aim to support people in
achieving the goals they have and living the life they
hope for. If you know anyone who might benefit from
our support, please ask them to contact us.

CONTACTS

FEEDBACK

Direct2Care
Freecall: 1300 121 121

We’re always looking
for ways to improve our
service so please let us
know if you have any
feedback you’d like to
share with us.
If you have an issue or
complaint, please raise
the matter with your
Partnership Worker who
will raise the complaint
with their Manager
if they are unable to
help. Issues that remain
unresolved will be
dealt with by Senior
Management. You can
also ask for support from
an external advocate.
See your Participant
Information Pack for
more information.

Commonwealth
Respite and
Carelink Centre
Disability:1800 052 222
Ageing: 1800 059 059
Head Office
Ground Floor,
Building 5
Brandon Office Park
530-540 Springvale Rd
Glen Waverley
VIC 3150
Tel.: (03) 9239 2500
TTY: 133 677
Fax: (03) 9239 2522

Interpreters available on request: 131 450

For assistance,
please call
the Telephone
Interpreter Service

